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Welcome to Mars
In the Days of Caesar
Joining together, nine Babylonian necromantic
sorcerers were appointed as secret protectors of the
royal court and the city by the King. In the shadowy
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halls of Babylon's underground temples, they met
under the veil of night, engaging in the most secretive
of esoteric rights. In their ancient Akkadian tongues,
they shared their dark secrets, communed with the
dead, joined with sister witches for intense sexual
magic rituals.

Commentary on John
Cyril of Alexandria (ca. 378-444), one of the most
brilliant representatives of the Alexandrian theological
tradition, is best known for championing the term
Theotokos (God-bearer) in opposition to Nestorius of
Constantinople. Cyril's great Commentary on John,
offered here in the Ancient Christian Texts series in
two volumes, predates the Nestorian controversy and
focuses its theological firepower against Arianism.
The commentary, addressed to catechists, displays
Cyril's breathtaking mastery of the full content of the
Bible and his painstaking attention to detail as he
offers practical teaching for the faithful on the cosmic
story of God's salvation. David R. Maxwell provides
readers with the first completely fresh English
translation of the text since the nineteenth century. It
rests on Pusey's critical edition of the Greek text and
displays Cyril's profound theological interpretation of
Scripture and his appeal to the patristic tradition that
preceded him. Today's readers will find the
commentary an indispensable tool for understanding
Cyril's approach to Scripture.

Mao Wrote Beautiful Chinese Calligraphy
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Never has there been anything quite like it. Dr Daniel
Fry, an engineer in charge of the installation of
instruments for missile control and guidance at White
Sands Proving Ground near Las Cruces, New Mexico,
is whisked away on an 8000 mile UFO ride from White
Sands to New York City and back. Thus begins his
instruction by the extraterrestrial A-lan who wants
everyone in this world to understand the truth about
our existence and how we can spiritually profit from
the beneficence of extraterrestrial contact. Here is a
true story directed to all of us.

The Spirit Poured Out on All Flesh
Named one of the Most Anticipated Books of the Year
by Vogue, Buzzfeed, Hello Giggles, and more. A
fiercely empathetic group portrait of the marginalized
and outcast in moments of crisis, from one of the
most galvanizing voices in American fiction. I tell you,
do not go near that place. Do not go near it.
Graywolves guard the ground there. Girls are growing
from guts, enough for a body and language all the
way out of this world. An eight-year-old trauma victim
is enlisted as an underground courier, rushing frozen
organs through the alleys of Eastern Europe. A young
janitor transforms discarded objects into a fantastical,
sprawling miniature city until a shocking discovery
forces him to rethink his creation. A brazen child tells
off a pack of schoolyard tormentors with the spirited
invention of an eleventh commandment. A wounded
man drives eastward, through tears and grief, toward
an unexpected transcendence. Lidia Yuknavitch's
bestselling novels The Book of Joan and The Small
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Backs of Children, and her groundbreaking memoir
The Chronology of Water, have established her as one
of our most urgent contemporary voices: a writer with
a rare gift for tracing the jagged boundaries between
art and trauma, sex and violence, destruction and
survival. In Verge, her first collection of short fiction,
she turns her eye to life on the margins, in all its
beauty and brutality. A book of heroic grace and
empathy, Verge is a viscerally powerful and moving
survey of our modern heartache life.

Secret Places of the Lion
The Book of Common Prayer, and
Administration of the Sacraments,
Together with the Psalter
Robert Burns in Other Tongues
Working at the local processing plant, Marcos is in the
business of slaughtering humans—though no one
calls them that anymore. His wife has left him, his
father is sinking into dementia, and Marcos tries not
to think too hard about how he makes a living. After
all, it happened so quickly. First, it was reported that
an infectious virus has made all animal meat
poisonous to humans. Then governments initiated the
“Transition.” Now, eating human meat—“special
meat”—is legal. Marcos tries to stick to numbers,
consignments, processing. Then one day he’s given a
gift: a live specimen of the finest quality. Though he’s
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aware that any form of personal contact is forbidden
on pain of death, little by little he starts to treat her
like a human being. And soon, he becomes tortured
by what has been lost—and what might still be saved.

An Exact Exposition of the Orthodox
Faith
The White Sands Incident Including an
Extraterrestrial Statement
SHORTLISTED FOR THE COSTA POETRY AWARD
POETRY BOOK SOCIETY RECOMMENDATION Flèche
(the French word for 'arrow') is an offensive technique
commonly used in fencing, a sport of Mary Jean
Chan's young adult years, when she competed locally
and internationally for her home city, Hong Kong. This
cross-linguistic pun presents the queer, non-white
body as both vulnerable ('flesh') and weaponised
('flèche'), and evokes the difficulties of reconciling
one's need for safety alongside the desire to shed
one's protective armour in order to fully embrace the
world. Central to the collection is the figure of the
poet's mother, whose fragmented memories of
political turmoil in twentieth-century China are
sensitively threaded through the book in an eight-part
poetic sequence, combined with recollections from
Chan's childhood. As complex themes of
multilingualism, queerness, psychoanalysis and
cultural history emerge, so too does a richly imagined
personal, maternal and national biography. The result
is a series of poems that feel urgent and true,
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dazzling and devastating by turns.

Secret of the Andes
Originally published in 1984, this dystopian trilogy—"a
pioneering feminist experiment"—is a testament to
the power of language and women's collective action
(Literary Hub). In 2205, the 19th Amendment has long
been repealed and women are only valued for their
utility. The Earth's economy depends on an insular
group of linguists who "breed" women to be perfect
interstellar translators until they are sent to the
Barren House to await death. But instead, these
women are slowly creating a language of their own to
make resistance possible. Ignorant to this brewing
revolution, Nazareth, a brilliant linguist, and Michaela,
a servant, both seek emancipation in their own ways.
But their personal rebellions risk exposing the secret
language, and threaten the possibility of freedom for
all. “This angry feminist text is also an exemplary
experiment in speculative fiction, deftly and
implacably pursuing both a scientific hypothesis and
an ideological hypothesis through all their social,
moral, and emotional implications.” —Ursula K. Le
Guin "A welcome reminder of the feminist legacies of
science fiction. . . . Explores the power of speech,
agency, and subversion in a work that is as gripping,
troubling, and meaningful today as it has ever been."
—Publishers Weekly (starred review)

The Terror
A romantic cabin getaway doesn't go exactly as
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planned.High up on the windswept cliffs of Pale Peak,
Faye and Felix celebrate their new engagement. But
soon, a chorus of ghastly noises erupts from the
nearby woods: the screams of animals, the cries of
children, and the mad babble of a hundred mournful
voices. A dark figure looms near the windows in the
dead of night, whispering to Faye. As the weather
turns deadly, Felix discovers that his terrified fianc�e
isn't just mumbling in her sleep - she's whispering
back. Originally a contest-winning story on
reddit.com's horror community NoSleep, Stolen
Tongues has received widespread acclaim and is now
being adapted into a feature film.

Pioneers of Space
Many books and articles have been written in defense
of speaking in tongues as the unmistakable, physical
evidence of the Baptism in the Holy Spirit. Through
his careful and thorough analysis of the Pentecostal
texts in the Book of Acts, Dr. Walston is challenging
this view.

The Autobiography of My Mother
"Drawing on newspaper articles, ad campaigns,
declassified government archives, and old movies,
Ken Hollings shows the culture of postwar America
and its dream of limitless technological and human
development" --

Concerning Tongues
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In the Days of Caesar is a constructive political
theology formulated in sustained dialogue with the
Pentecostal and charismatic renewal one of the most
vibrant religious movements at the beginning of the
twenty-first century. Amos Yong here argues that the
many tongues, practices, and gifts of renewal
Christianity offer up new resources for thinking about
how Christian community can engage and transform
the social, political, and economic structures of the
world. Yong has three goals here. First he seeks to
correct stereotypes of Pentecostalism, both political
and theological. Secondly he aims to provoke
Pentecostals to reflect theologically from out of the
depths of their own Pentecostalism rather than
merely to adopt some framework for theological or
political self-understanding. Finally Yong shows that a
distinctively Pentecostal form of theological reflection
is not a parochial activity but has constructive
potential to illuminate Christian belief and practice.
This book s engagement with political theology from a
Pentecostal perspective is the first of its kind.

Stick Out Your Tongue
Everyone has heard of Close Encounters of the Third
Kind. But what about close encounters of the fatal
kind? The field of UFOs is rife with unsettling
examples of suspicious deaths. Accounts of accidents
that might not have been accidents after all, abound.
Researchers and witnesses have vanished, never to
be seen again. Conveniently timed heart attacks are
reported. Out-of-the-blue suicides that, upon
investigation, bear the distinct hallmarks of murder,
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are all too common. And grisly deaths at the hands of
both extraterrestrials and government agents have
occurred. Highlights of Close Encounters of the Fatal
Kind include: The strange saga of the incredible
melting man. The UFO-related death of the first U.S.
Secretary of Defense, James Forrestal. The mysterious
disappearances of military pilots and their connection
to UFOs. The connections between national security
and the sudden deaths of UFO investigators. Getting
too close to the cosmic truth about alien abductions,
Roswell, and what the government really knows about
UFOs can—clearly—be a deadly business. The
government’s latest admission of the existence of
Area 51 is barely the tip of a very big iceberg.

Close Encounters of the Fatal Kind
Explores the role of ETs in the military, government,
technology, history, and the coming new age •
Surveys contact with ETs, abductions, alien
technology and exopolitics, genetic tampering by ETs,
and the history behind the Nazis and UFOs • Contains
interviews with Jesse Marcel, Michael Salla, Paul
LaViolette, Robert Bauval, Helen Wambach, and
others at the forefront of the ET-derived New Science
movement The extraterrestrial presence on Earth is
widening and, as we enter the Aquarian Age, will be
admitted officially, causing shock and an urgent
universal need to understand the social and
technological changes derived from our space
brothers. A primer for the explosive advances
humanity will experience scientifically and spiritually
in the coming years, this compendium explores the ET
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phenomenon and its influence on humanity past and
present. The book surveys contact with ETs and
abduction accounts, unexplained public and
undisclosed military technology from aliens including
anti-gravity devices, exopolitics (the influence of ETs
in human affairs), the Iraqi Stargate, the Hybrid
Project of alien interbreeding by abduction, Nazi ties
to UFOS and their secret underground base in
Antarctica, government cover-ups of alien interactions
including Roswell, and the transformation triggered
by the Hale-Bopp comet. Based on interviews with
people who are witnessing the coming changes as
well as those visionaries who are actually bringing
them about--including John Mack, Major Jesse Marcel,
Paul LaViolette, Robert Bauval, Michael Salla, and
Helen Wambach--this book sketches out a
breathtaking vision of the planetary revolution just
around the corner.

Tongues of Serpents
For the first time ever, painstaking investigation by
the highly-respected French author and researcher
Michel Zirger, has uncovered the truth about what
really happened in the California Desert on November
20, 1952 when George Adamski and six witnesses
encountered a man from a spacecraft in broad
daylight. His name came to be known as "Orthon."
The photographs taken that day have been enhanced
using new, standard, digital techniques that now
reveal the craft, the large mothership floating above
and - most intriguingly - Orthon himself. The
significance of this photographic validation of
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Adamski's claims becomes clear as we progress
through the author's own contacts with apparent
extraterrestrials in Japan, where he now lives, always
with witnesses present. Zirger's own journey toward
accepting the simple reality that intelligent life
throughout the universe is human is amplified as he
recounts the first-hand experiences of others, some
untold until now. Richly illustrated with rare and often
unpublished items, "We Are Here!" takes the reader
on a journey that transcends mainstream Ufology
and, indeed, much twentieth-century history. It is a
journey that reveals significant new truths about
Humanity and our place in the Universe.

Biblical UFO Revelations
Babylonian Horrors
In this powerful and elegant story set in a future Earth
very different from our own, a new kind of human has
evolved to challenge the dominion of Homo sapiens.
This new breed is stronger, smarter, and far more
beautiful than their parent race, and are endowed
with psychic as well as physical gifts. They are
destined to supplant humanity as we know it, but
humanity won't die without a struggle. Here at last in
a single volume are all three of Constantine's
Wraeththu trilogy: The Enchantments of Flesh and
Spirit, The Bewitchments of Love and Hate, and The
Fulfilments of Fate and Desire.

Beyond Prophecies and Predictions
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“Gemma Files has one of the great dark imaginations
in fiction―visionary, transgressive, and totally
original.” —Jeff VanderMeer In Gemma Files’s
“boundary-busting horror–fantasy debut,” former
Confederate chaplain Asher Rook has cheated death
and now possesses a dark magic (Publishers Weekly).
He uses his power to terrorize the Wild West, leading
a gang of outlaws, thieves, and killers, with his cruel
lieutenant and lover, Chess Pargeter, by his side.
Pinkerton agent Ed Morrow is going undercover to
infiltrate the gang, armed with a shotgun and a
device that measures sorcerous energy. His job is to
gain knowledge of Rook’s power and unlock its
secrets. But there is someone else who has Rook in
her sights: the Lady of Traps and Snares, a
bloodthirsty Mayan goddess who will stop at nothing
to satisfy her own desires. Caught between the good,
the bad, and the unholy, Morrow will have to ride out
a storm of magical mayhem to survive, in this debut
novel, the first book of Files’s “weird Western
Hexslinger trilogy . . . [which] is chock full of hellish
horrors” (Mike Allen, author of Unseaming).
“Ridiculously vivid . . . A magic-riddled, horror-strewn
West with hexes running around wrecking reality and
a spectrum of queer characters.” —Tor.com
“Definitely promising—tantalizing, even, because it
sets up such a fertile scenario and hammers home
the themes of love, sacrifice, and apotheosis.”
—Strange Horizons “Truly one-of-a-kind: violent,
carnal and creepy.” —Fangoria

The Secret History of Extraterrestrials
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Offers a fascinating look at Pentecostalism's place in
global theology and shows how Christians from other
traditions can benefit from recent developments in
Pentecostal theology.

Stolen Tongues
"Dan Simmons writes with the salty grace and
precision of Patrick O'Brian. But in piling supernatural
nightmare upon historical nightmare, layering
mystery upon mystery, he has produced a
turbocharged vision of popular doom." -Men's Journal
Greeted with excited critical praise, this extraordinary
novel-inspired by the true story of two ice ships that
disappeared in the Arctic Circle during an 1845
expedition-swells with the heart-stopping suspense
and heroic adventure that have won Dan Simmons
praise as "a writer who not only makes big promises
but keeps them" (Seattle Post-Intelligencer). THE
TERROR chills readers to the core. "Brutal, relentless,
yet oddly uplifting, THE TERROR is a masterfully
chilling work." -Entertainment Weekly "In the hands of
a lesser writer than Dan Simmons, THE TERROR might
well have dissolved into a series of frigid days and
three-dog nights. But Simmons is too good a writer to
ignore the real gold in his story-its beleaguered cast."
-Bookpage "Guaranteed to have readers pulling their
covers up to their noses, THE TERROR will make for a
blood-freezing, bedtime read this winter-and any
season thereafter." -Pages

Verge
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They Shall be Gathered Together
The words we speak have power. Often the
consequences of our careless words are far reaching
and eternal. At one time or another we all have
experienced saying something in a moment that
takes hours (or weeks or a lifetime) to make right. In
his engaging teaching style, Dr. R. T. Kendall helps
you learn how to take control of the words you speak.
He brings you straight to the Bible to identify
characters who spoke without thinking as examples of
how not to do things, demonstrating conclusively
through their lives that, even when you fail, God will
use you as He used them.,

Other Tongues - Other Flesh
Flesh
Speaking in other tongues has been one of the most
misunderstood gifts in Christianity. The carnal and
natural minded have resisted and fought against this
"sign" ever since it was introduced to the church on
the Day of Pentecost.In this message, Brother Curry,
gives straightforward teaching on why God Himself
chose "tongues" to be the primary sign of the
presence of the Spirit. Operating in this gift will "turbocharge" your prayer life as well as revolutionize your
life as a child of God.Find out why this tool is so
effective.

Bastard Tongues
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Tibet is a land lost in the glare of politics and
romanticism, and Ma Jian set out to discover its
truths. Stick Out Your Tongue is a revelation: a
startlingly vivid portrait of Tibet, both enchanting and
horrifying, beautiful and violent, seductive and
perverse. In this profound work of fiction, a Chinese
writer whose marriage has fallen apart travels to
Tibet. As he wanders through the countryside, he
witnesses the sky burial of a Tibetan woman who died
during childbirth, shares a tent with a nomad who is
walking to a sacred mountain to seek forgiveness for
sleeping with his daughter, meets a silversmith who
has hung the wind-dried corpse of his lover on the
wall of his cave, and hears the story of a young
female incarnate lama who died during a Buddhist
initiation rite. In the thin air of the high plateau, the
divide between dream and reality becomes confused.
When this book was published in Chinese in 1997, the
government accused Ma Jian of "harming the fraternal
solidarity of the national minorities," and a blanket
ban was placed on his future work. With its
publication in English, including a new afterword by
the author that sets the book in its personal and
political context, readers get a rare glimpse of Tibet
through Chinese eyes—and a window on the
imagination of one of China's foremost writers.

Fallen Angels
This timely and important book synthesizes the major
world prophecies--including those of the Hopi, the
Mayans, Babylonians the Bible, Nostradamus, Edgar
Cayce, and the Great Pyramid--into a compelling,
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unified theory with an inescapable message: the
choices we collectively make today create our
tomorrow. Positive changes in the mass
consciousness and constructive actions can modify
our planetary karma and avert catastrophe. From the
Paperback edition.

The Speaking in Tongues Controversy
As a child of immigrants, Yaya Yao always "craved an
unbroken narrative: an arc that would give my
existence a sense of context and continuity." In this
brilliant and provocative first collection she confronts
her inherited fragmented self and her hunger for a
home, using scraps of personal and communal
memory to bridge languages, worldviews, and
physical distance from the ancestral homeland. Bits of
Cantonese, Mandarin, Hokkien, and Shanghainese are
translated and altered to explore the dynamics
between language and identity. In this collection,
Yaya Yao has created a unique and authentic voice.

Conspiracy 101: Beginning to Be Crazy
In lively, accessible prose, Victorians Undone fills the
space where the body ought to be, proposing new
ways of thinking and writing about flesh in the
nineteenth century.

We Are Here! Visitors Without a Passport
Tender Is the Flesh
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Native Tongue
CHRISTIAN MINISTER MAINTAINS - MIRACLES OF THE
OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS ARE MANIFESTATIONS
OF AN EXTRATERRESTRIAL INTELLIGENCE The
Reverend Barry Downing's credentials are impressive,
adding scholarly weight to his theories regarding
anomalous and miraculous events as portrayed in the
Old and New Testaments. Downing holds a Ph.D. in
the relation between religion and science from the
University of Edinburgh of Scotland. He also has a
bachelor's degree in physics from New York's
Hartwick College as well as a degree from Princeton
Theological Seminary. Dr. Downing has studied the
Bible most of his life. . . Not unusual for a pastor, but
what makes his evangelistic career unique is that he
has also studied the UFO phenomena since the
mid-1950s. The combination of both pursuits resulted
in the 1968 publication of his controversial book, "The
Bible and Flying Saucers," which would lay important
groundwork regarding the blending of the divine with
the theory that earth has been visited by
extraterrestrials in ancient times and that these
visitations continue to this day. This work is his long
awaited sequel in which he expands upon the polemic
issues previously put forth, including that the - **
Parting of the Red Sea in the Bible's Exodus was
accomplished by a cylindrical UFO, a cigars haped
ship whose kind is still reported. ** That Jesus was an
extraterrestrial sent to earth to rid the world of sin
and wickedness, quoting Biblical text to support his
claim. ** That Jesus left earth in a spaceship to
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another planet, or perhaps another spatial dimension.
** That angels were actually aliens and that the
"angelic aliens" spoke to Moses on Mount Sinai where
he boarded a UFO to receive the Ten Commandments
and specifications for the construction of the
Tabernacle. It was aliens who guided the ancient
Israelites, providing them with manna in the
wilderness. ** In the modern world, Downing contends
with mainstream religion's refusal to take the subject
seriously. Christian liberals don't want to hear the
miracles of the Bible were real and Christian
conservatives don't want the miracles credited to
simple aliens in flying saucers. Thus one can see that
Downing, an ordained minister, is bravely risking
disapproval from a wide swathe of fellow Christians
not ready for his message. Many of the issues
discussed by the author raise the issue of ontology, or
what is real and what is the nature of being. Rev.
Downing believes that recent discoveries in quantum
physics tend to confirm that Biblical phenomena could
be real. "Modern quantum physics has revealed a
world," he states, "that is not full of 'solid objects' on
one hand and space on the other, but rather a
dynamic world in which solid objects are mostly
space, with various types of quantum energy spinning
away to create the illusion of solid objects, making it
difficult to know for certain what we think we know."
As for a possible global cover-up of the UFO
phenomenon, Rev. Downing espouses the theory that
if UFOs truly carry the angels of Christ, their "strange
technology and behavior" may be as upsetting to
government scientists as the Resurrection of Jesus
was to the disciples. "Their 'real-world' understanding
had to expand, and so must ours," he rightfully
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concludes. This book is for the faithful as well as those
who are primarily interested in unexplained historical
phenomena as revealed in Biblical as well as other
ancient texts, as well as seekers of censored truths
concerning the hidden and forbidden knowledge of
mankind.

Controlling the Tongue
Convicted of treason despite their heroic defense
against Napoleon’s invasion of England, Temeraire
and Capt. Will Laurence have been transported to a
prison colony in distant Australia—and into a hornet’s
nest of fresh complications. The colony is in turmoil
after the overthrow of military governor William
Bligh—aka Captain Bligh, late of HMS Bounty. And
when Bligh tries to enlist them in his bid to regain
office, the dragon and his captain are caught in the
middle of a political power struggle. Their only chance
to escape the fray is accepting a mission to blaze a
route through the forbidding Blue Mountains and into
the interior of Australia. But the theft of a precious
dragon egg turns their expedition into a desperate
recovery operation—leading to a shocking discovery
and a dangerous new complication in the global war
between Britain and Napoleon. BONUS: This edition
includes an excerpt from Naomi Novik's Crucible of
Gold.

The Saucers Speak
Why Do Isolated Creole Languages Tend to Have
Similar Grammatical Structures? Bastard Tongues is
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an exciting, firsthand story of scientific discovery in
an area of research close to the heart of what it
means to be human—what language is, how it works,
and how it passes from generation to generation,
even where historical accidents have made normal
transmission almost impossible. The story focuses on
languages so low in the pecking order that many
people don't regard them as languages at all—Creole
languages spoken by descendants of slaves and
indentured laborers in plantation colonies all over the
world. The story is told by Derek Bickerton, who has
spent more than thirty years researching these
languages on four continents and developing a
controversial theory that explains why they are so
similar to one another. A published novelist, Bickerton
(once described as "part scholar, part swashbuckling
man of action") does not present his findings in the
usual dry academic manner. Instead, you become a
companion on his journey of discovery. You learn
things as he learned them, share his disappointments
and triumphs, explore the exotic locales where he
worked, and meet the colorful characters he
encountered along the way. The result is a unique
blend of memoir, travelogue, history, and linguistics
primer, appealing to anyone who has ever wondered
how languages grow or what it's like to search the
world for new knowledge.

Victorians Undone
1954 George H. Williamson served with the Army Air
Corps during World War II as Radio Director for the
AAF Technical Training Command as a member of
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Headquarters Staff. He received the Army
Commendation Award from Brig. Gen. C. W. Lawrence
for his outst.

Wraeththu
The problem of evil has challenged mankind ever
since the dawn of intelligence. Why is there evil in the
world and why do pain and suffering come upon those
who do not seem to deserve it? Written in a simple,
popular style, Bamberger's book, first published in
1952, will appeal to anyone who, no matter what his
own answer to the question may be, is curious to
learn how it has been answered in the past or is being
answered by others in our own age. The author traces
the history of the belief in fallen angels in Judaism,
Christianity and Islam, and assembles a variety of
tales and superstitions -- some grotesque, others
quaint and humorous. His presentation also reveals a
basic divergence between Judaism and Christianity in
their respective attitudes toward the devil. The
concluding chapter of the work deals with the return
of the devil to prominence in contemporary religious
thought and shows how Judaism seeks its own
solution to the problem of evil. The book contains an
extensive bibliography, notes, and index.

Flesh, Tongue
Now with an Historical Afterword by Ron Miller
Featured in Ron Millers _The Conquest of Space Book
Series.Ó Pioneers of Space (1949) was later
reincarnated almost word-for-word as the "nonPage 21/23
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fiction" Inside the Space Ships, one of the books
largely responsible for the UFO craze of the 1950s
and 60s. Ghost-written by Adamski acolyte Lucy
McGinnis, this novel contains some of the most inept
scientific ideas imaginable. In the early 1950s,
"Professor" George Adamski laid the groundwork for
all subsequent UFO contactees. In Pioneers of Space
he created many of the incidents and qualities he
later attributed to the "actual" inhabitants of Venus,
Mars and Saturn he later claimed to have met. In
addition, we get a look at some of the strange
"science" this self-proclaimed astronomer believed in.
"Facts" such as there must be oxygen in space
otherwise the sun could not burn At the publisher's
request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights
Management).

A Book of Tongues
A seventy-year-old West Indian woman looks back
over the course of her life and examines the
relationships that have given meaning to her
existence
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